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INTRODUCTION
“My lter is always going to be Black, female, born in London, raised in London by
Ghanaian parents. That’s my lter. I see the world as that person. And therefore, the work I
do I think is a result of that. I never thought in terms of anything being a speci c, logical
decision. I do whatever I want to do which is what I suggest everyone does as an artist.”1
Lynette Yiadom-Boakye is clear about the position from which her work and philosophy
are generated.2 Born and raised in London to working class Ghanaian parents, she
studied art in England at Central St Martins, Falmouth School of Art and Royal Academy of
schools between 1997-2003. Yiadom-Boakye primarily paints portraits; they are
exclusively about Black subjects and they betray hallmarks of portraiture — be it likeness,
dignity, style or scale.
Upending expectations and challenging long received traditions are some of the strategic
work Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings do. In his review of the artist’s 2020 mid-career
retrospective at Tate Britain, Guardian critic Jonathan Jones describes the physical
experience of walking through the museum’s great halls: “it’s like you’ve taken a wrong
turn and ended up in the 18th-century galleries. Except the Black people who only play
servile, secondary roles in those portraits now occupy the foreground and the high spiritual
plane once reserved for White faces in art.”3 This “wrong turn”4 imagined by Jones is akin
to the “swerve”5 the American literary critic Harold Bloom postulates in The Anxiety of
In uence (1973) as the strategy made by the younger artist in order to create an
independent artistic identity. In this manner, I will argue that contemporary artists like
Yiadom-Boakye had to disinherit artistic traditions that are broadly dominated by White
Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, Painting Infinitude, Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, June 2018, a conference festival
organized by the Gerrit Rietveld Academie at Stedelijk Museum
1

2

A Black, female artist who was raised in London and by Ghanaian parents is bound to work against a
specific list of calcified tropes and traditions in western art history. Her upbringing as a gifted student
raised by working class parents has worked productively with her art education at the Royal Academy
schools to disinherit the aspects of art history (servile Black figures and the female nude) which,
traditionally, has not edified an individual as herself.
3

Jonathan Jones, “She's turned Tate Britain on its head,” review of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s Tate
Retrospective, The Guardian (UK), December 2, 2020 https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/
2020/dec/02/lynette-yiadom-boakye-fly-in-league-with-the-night-review-tate-britain.
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Jones, “She turned Tate Britain on its head”.
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Harold Bloom’s The Anxiety of Influence: A Theory of Poetry. (Oxford: Oxford University Press , 1973)
page 15.
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European and American artists, as well as African American artists. I argue that it is in the
act of disinheritance that the British-Ghanaian artist has distinguished her portraiture of
Black subjects. Associations of class, style and dignity rarely accorded the Black subject in
Western portraiture, is exempli ed in Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings. Some of the key
questions I will be investigating include the following:
-

What do we think about in uence in a post-colonial and de-colonial context?;
How has Yiadom-Boakye, as an archetypal postcolonial subject and Afro-British
artist, claimed her space and her agency in a hegemonic world as well as in
modern and contemporary art history?
What are the implications of Yiadom-Boakye’s self-positioning for her practice and
for contemporary British art?

-

Yiadom-Boakye’s gures are ctional characters that are collaged from the imagination,
magazines, memory and photography. They bear no relationship to contemporary or
historical persons. She paints exclusively in oil which is still regarded as “the most hallowed
of traditional European art forms.”6 One de nition of the word disinherit,7 — quoted from
the online dictionary etymology.com is “lack, not off”. This is echoed in Claude Levi
Strauss’ theory of binary oppositions which states that “we cannot understand something
unless we rst perceive how it is different from something else.”8 Identity and meaning,
suggests the French theorist, are derived from difference. The constituent conditions of
difference are what I will examine in subsequent chapters.
I will investigate this idea of disinheritance through various paradigms in successive
chapters. Chapter One Dancing with Degas examines Yiadom-Boakye’s antecedents in
White, British, European and American traditions as found in the paintings of Walter
Sickert, Edgar Degas and John Singer Sargent. Chapter Two and Three are both focused
on the artist’s antecedents in Black, African-American painting tradition. Chapter Two
Hacking Hendricks scrutinizes recurring themes of repetition and variance within Yiadom6

Jonathan Jones, “She's turned Tate Britain on its head,” review of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s Tate
Retrospective, The Guardian (UK), December 2, 2020 https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/

2020/dec/02/lynette-yiadom-boakye-fly-in-league-with-the-night-review-tate-britain
7

Stated in the online website Etymology.com is the fact that the original sense of the word “inherit” is in its
opposite “disinherit”. “inheritance” as when one is "put in possession” and more generously as to acquire
“by succession as representative of the former possessor”. https://www.etymonline.com/word/

inheritance#etymonline_v_30040
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This quote by Claude Levi Strauss’ is taken from Harold Bloom’s The Anxiety of Influence: A Theory of
Poetry. Oxford: Oxford University Press , 1973.
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Boakye’s wealth of paintings as inspired by Barkley L Hendricks. I will analyze repeated
tropes, including color deployment, while challenging the premise of a masterpiece as sole
proof of artistic genius. Unlike traditional portraiture, her subjects are ctional gures.
Chapter Three The Un nished Work of Representation closely examines Yiadom-Boakye’s
foregrounding of the Black gure in her paintings, a natural creative direction which
doubles as a strategy for visibility and representation in a hegemonic art history. I will also
establish Yiadom-Boakye’s African American inheritance in great depth, a lineage and
wellspring of ideas inspired by the paintings and etchings of Kerry James Marshall.
This conspicuous absence of White subjects in Yiadom-Boakye’s portraiture is replaced by
an equally conspicuous presence of Black people. In her public talks and interviews, the
artist is often asked about this feature in her work. One answer to this question is that it
would indeed be odd if she only painted White people. The very question itself presumes
the dominance of Whiteness as norm. Neither is painting an array of races of great interest
to the British-Ghanaian painter, a proposition she has likened to tokenism.9 The chromatic
scope of the color black remains a primary preoccupation of the artist: the “nuanced and
in nite”10 possibilities of tone and tint, shade and hue within the black spectrum has
become a career-long obsession that is manifested throughout her prodigious oeuvre. I will
examine speci c works by artists with whom Yiadom-Boakye has close af nities. Some of
these paintings have served as a direct in uence for the British-Ghanaian artist. This direct
engagement will rst examine the constituent makeup of the paintings, both theoretical
and practical, before presenting its conclusions, accompanied by what Yve-Alain Bois has
described as a “strategic model”11 or rather the conditions of appearance12 which
emerges between the examined works.

9

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, ”Figure painter Lynette Yiadom-Boakye is a finalist for the Turner Prize”, Two
Coats of Paint, ( April 2013): https://www.twocoatsofpaint.com/2013/04/figure-painter-lynette-yiadomboakye-is.html
10

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, “Painting Infinitude,” Gerrit Rietveld Academie at Stedelijk Museum,
Amsterdam, June, 2018, YouTube video,16: 56:00 mins, https://youtu.be/ZDJHy-YokLU
11

Yves-Alain Bois, “Painter as Model.” Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1993, Page 254.
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The phrase is appropriated from Hall’s own phrase – “conditions of existence” — which he gave as one
of the features of the historical work he undertook in Black Diaspora Artists in Britain: Three 'Moments' in
Post-War History.
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Yiadom-Boakye has de ned her reception of art historical traditions not as an in uence but
“more as an inheritance.”13 This applies to recognised masters of 19th century western art,
as well as to totemic gures in 20th and 21st century African-American art. She has not
adopted these traditions wholeheartedly, rather she has selectively disclaimed aspects that
are disagreeable to her ideals of representation and politics of color. Yiadom-Boakye’s
distinction between in uence and inheritance is paramount. The former originates in the
late 14th century as an astrological term whose undated older de nition means an
"emanation from the stars that acts upon one's character and destiny."14 It is a totalising
condition set by an external body irrespective of any actions on the part of the person at
the receiving end. To claim a gure like British painter Walter Sickert (1860 - 1942) as an
in uence, in Yiadom-Boakye’s thinking, would suggest a deep-rooted and comprehensive
direction on her own work which she refutes. One given reason for her admiration of
Sickert’s paintings is how to “paint one's own time,”15 in reference to the gritty realism of
London in the early 20th century. Sickert’s primary subject matter in his “Camden town”16
paintings were the prostitutes in this part of London and their living conditions.
Distinguishing between in uence and inheritance is one clear instance where YiadomBoakye has strategically and proactively positioned herself in relation to the western art
canon. Accepting this wealth of traditions as an inheritance introduces personal agency to
the eld of play. Within in uence is an emanation from a non-personal body (the stars, for
example)17 to which the artist is helpless. Inheritance which means to “get by succession
as representative of the former possessor”18 is less totalising and implies the action of the
benefactor as representative. This independence to represent comes with an in-built
option not to do so, which is to disinherit. The British-Ghanaian painter has disinherited

13Rachel

Teagle,, “Lynette Yiadom-Boakye,” Manetti Shrem Museum, last updated on February 22, 2021.

14

This explanation of the term “influence” is from www.etymonline.com, the online site . https://
www.etymonline.com/word/influence#etymonline_v_42478
15Lynette

Yiadom-Boakye and Glen Ligon, “Artist Talk,” Haus der Kunst, Published on February 22, 2016,
YouTube video, 30.35 mins, https://youtu.be/uYfGTa4fUrs.
16

The term refers to works made by the larger group painters called Camden Town Group, the British
post impressionist artists founded in 1911 by Walter Sickert, https://www.britannica.com/topic/
Camden-Town-Group.
17

This explanation of the “influence” is from www.etymonline.com, the online etymology site. https://

www.etymonline.com/word/influence#etymonline_v_42478
18

This explanation of “inheritance” is from www.etymonline.com, the online etymology site. https://

www.etymonline.com/word/inheritance#etymonline_v_30040
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My comparative analysis will emphasize the degrees of corrective swerves away from
Marshall’s intentionalities which the British-Ghanaian painter has made in order to
crystallize her own artistic identity. These swerves stand in direct opposition to received
tradition, but also in gradations of this very opposition. For ease of understanding, I have
broadly subdivided these modalities of disinheritance as minor and major swerves in order
to adequately investigate the precise nature and manifestation of each grouping. The
factors that come to bear on this simple binary include the length of historical time,
cosmetic or physical value, and methods of execution in regards to each painting. YiadomBoakye’s decision to exclusively paint Black gures quali es as a major swerve away from
the exclusively White gures painted by all the 19th century American, British and
European artists who have in uenced her work. A minor swerve is evident in the degrees
of difference her paintings pose in relation to those of other painters of the Black gure,
most notably Kerry James Marshall and Barkley L Hendricks. A minor swerve closely maps
the tension which is present in these seemingly subtle, but signi cant shifts in emphasis
within Yiadom-Boakye’s and Marshall's approach to Black portraiture. One such minor
swerve is the British-Ghanaians’ creative decision never to cast a male and female gure in
the same work. In rare cases, both genders appear as different panels on a diptych. Even
when she restages a representation of love and friendship between the two people in
Marshall’s The Vignette, due to her natural and creative decision, the gures are regendered as female and female.
The appropriation is not for a perceived idea of what the work ought to be or how it should
function to the viewing public. This correction is inwardly and sel shly for the artist’s own
purpose. The relevant difference remains the wholesale changes (major swerves) and
selective alterations (minor swerves) and their respective conditions of appearance.
However comprehensive or intimate, productive or debilitating a disinheritance is, it
requires the parsimony of the younger artist in order to take effect. Consequently, if the
younger artist is an empty vessel that is lled with the spirit of the master, the
capaciousness of the disciple is what validates, magni es and ultimately transforms the
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herself by directly opposing received tropes and traditions such as depicting Blacks in
subservient positions or the female nude. She has also done this in degrees of opposition
by choosing to paint exclusively Black gures, but in varieties of brown, rather than the
pitch black of Kerry James Marshall, a dominant inheritance of hers. These degrees of
opposition the artist has also applied to her primary genre, and overwhelming
preoccupation with portraiture. Her paintings are not direct representations of real life
gures, therefore real life likeness and self-exaltation is not the goal.

in uence of the master. "To do just the opposite is also a form of imitation” says Georg
Christoph Litchenberg “and the de nition of imitation ought by rights to include both.”19
This is generally true but bene ts from some quali cation because if accepted as given, it
would also mean that whatever comes after another thing is bound to it and no agency on
the part of the disciple (and no active involvement on the part of the master, other than the
work is the source of inspiration) is required.

19

This quote by Lichentberg is from Harold Bloom’s The Anxiety of Influence: A Theory of Poetry.
(Oxford: Oxford University Press , 1973) 30.
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1. DISINHERITANCE AS CRITIQUE: DANCING WITH DEGAS
In his review of Extract and Verses, Yiadom-Boakye’s 2012 London exhibition at
Serpentine Galleries, Orlando Reade came as close as any critic has done in
contextualizing the “conditions of appearance”20 in the artist’s paintings in relation to the
western art canon which valorises James Abbott McNeill Whistler, John Singer Sargent,
Édouard Manet, Francisco Goya, Diego Velázquez and Frans Hals: “It is a testament to the
power of this (Yiadom-Boakye’s) work, however, that although these comparisons are not
unjusti ed, the readings they produce are insuf cient. The singularity of this work doesn’t
reside in any bland continuation of a style of portraiture, but a position taken in relation to
this inheritance”.21 Far from bland, Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings are “continuing the tradition
of painting”22 says Josef Helfestine, the Director of Kunstmuseum Basel in a 2016
interview. In his own appraisal, Enwezor goes further by emphasizing the dialectic thrust of
her speci c style of portraiture:
“She employs painting as an act of discursive interrogation of history and as a space in
which to engage the ef cacy of the Black sovereign subject both as a gure of mnemonic
inscription and an object of public spectatorship…The tension that results as a
consequence of her critical appraisal of portraiture help situate her painted allegories at the
centre of evolving debates on race, portraiture, identity, difference and history”23
The “relation to this inheritance”24 which Reade identi es is not a xed set of methods or
ideology to individual artists or traditions of making art. Instead it manifests itself in degrees
of disinheritance that include the styles and tropes she directly opposes or will not
20

Reade, Orlando, “Life Outside the Manet Paradise Resort: On the Paintings of Lynette YiadomBoakye,” The White Review, November 2021, https://www.thewhitereview.org/feature/life-outside-

the-manet-paradise-resort-on-the-paintings-of-lynette-yiadom-boakye-2/
21

Reade, Orlando, “Life Outside the Manet Paradise Resort: On the Paintings of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye”

22

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, Josef Helfenstein, and Elena Filipovic in conversation at Kunsthalle Basel, “A
Passion to a Principle,” Kunsthalle Basel, Recorded on November 19, 2016, Youtube, 0:43 mins, https://

youtu.be/gX7uWQPI3XI
23Okwui

Enwezor, “The Subversion of Realism: Likeness, Resemblance and Invented Lives in Lynette
Yiadom-Boakye’s Post-Portrait Paintings” in Any Number of Preoccupations, (New York: The Studio
Museum in Harlem, 2010), page 30.
24Reade,

Orlando, “Life Outside the Manet Paradise Resort: On the Paintings of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye,”
The White Review, November 2021, https://www.thewhitereview.org/feature/life-outside-the-manet-

paradise-resort-on-the-paintings-of-lynette-yiadom-boakye-2/
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continue in her work, a didactic positioning that is alternated with her creative decisions.
The one instance where Yiadom-Boakye has publicly accounted for a dominant strain in
her work is in her admiration for the painter Walter Sickert who was the leader of the British
post-Impressionist movement in the early 20th century. Crucial to his development was his
apprenticeship under American born painter and British transplant James Abbott McNeill
Whistler. In 1883, Sickert was sent to France by Whistler and introduced to Frenchman
Edgar Degas (1834 - 1917). Born in Germany to a father who was Danish as was his
father before him, Sickert was a leading gure in British painting and graphic arts whose
typically alla prima technique was to “cover the whole picture practically in one wet which
gave his work such rare and beautiful distinction”.25 Over several visits in the 1880s from
England to France to visit Degas, Whistler’s “simpli cation and summary” lost its
stronghold on the young painter and Degas’s “systematic build of paint over preparatory
drawing, following a preliminary period of sketching and systematic design”26 was to him
better suited to Paris, the capital of a “modernizing and industrializing”27 France. “He has
always been a huge in uence on me”28 said Yiadom-Boakye of Sickert in a 2016 interview
with African-American artist and writer Glen Ligon on the occasion of her solo exhibition at
Haus der Kunst (Germany). Yiadom-Boakye divided Sickert’s in uence on her work into
two categories: one based on ideology and the other based on economy. The former is
very much a continuation of French impressionism as espoused in the social realism of
opera and ballet halls and The Bathers in paintings by Degas.
After several visits to Degas’ home and studio in France, Sickert returned to England and
adapted this mode of realism to the “slightly seedy and déclassé world of popular
entertainment”29 which had become characteristic of major 19th century capitals in
western Europe. Social realism in the tradition of 19th century Western European tradition
has been a strong interest of hers. In Sickert and Degas before her, Yiadom-Boakye much
admired how to “paint one’s own time and encapsulate something of one’s own time

25

David Peters Corbett, Walter Sickert (British Artists) (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001).

26

Corbett

27

Corbett.

28

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, “Artist Talk with Lynette Yiadom-Boakye and Glenn Ligon,” Haus der Kunst,
Recorded on February 4, 2016, Youtube video, time stamp, https://youtu.be/uYfGTa4fUrs
David Peters Corbett, Walter Sickert (British Artists) (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001).
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purely through the paint”.30 In her own paintings, Yiadom-Boakye has not dedicated her
skill and energies to depicting the dif culty and squalor of 21th century London where she
was born and raised. Distancing her paintings from such a tradition is akin to disinheriting
it. The socio-political commentary Yiadom-Boakye is interested in making is to be located,
in one instant, in how she refuses to depict her Black gures in vulnerable positions: “one
of the things I always destroy in a work is anyone that I think looks passive. In part, this is
because they’re Black and in part because I don't want them to look like anyone has taken
anything from them. I don't want them to be victimized basically or look that way.”31 To
avoid these disagreeable tropes is to “reverse or negative”32 this aspect of Sickert’s and
Degas’ work. It is a careful disinheritance from subject matter which, in turn, reaf rms her
commitment to the physical and psychic strengths of painting and its impressionist
application methods by essentializing only this aspect of it in her work.
Sickert’s own disinheritance from Whistler is to be found in his dissing33 of the older artist’s
alla prima technique of painting a canvas in one sitting which subjugated the inherent
complexity of the subject. Mastery to him is “avid of complications”34 and Degas’ gradual
accumulation of preparatory drawings and paint application exempli ed this belief.
Yiadom-Boakye’s admiration of Sickert is separated from his own “mature assessment”35
of the French painter. She does not draw or make any sort of preparatory sketch.
Complexity of image and overall picture, to the British-Ghanaian painter, is in the distillation
of the constituent elements to its essential representation as a painted mark. In addition,
Sickert’s “mature assessment,”36 as referred to by Corbet, is itself a polite form of
disinheritance. If the young Sickert was too possessed of his masters’ technique to form a

30

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, “Artist Talk with Lynette Yiadom-Boakye and Glenn Ligon,” Haus der Kunst,
Recorded on February 4, 2016, Youtube video, time stamp, https://youtu.be/uYfGTa4fUrs
31

Yiadom-Boakye, Lynette. Hans Ulrich Obrist, Kaleidoscope Interview, no 15 (Summer 2012)

32

This definition of “disinherit” is taken from www.etymonline.com, the online etymology site. https://

www.etymonline.com/search?q=disinherit&ref=searchbar_searchhint
33The

vernacular definition of the term “dissing” is what is referred to here as popularized by hip hop.

https://www.etymonline.com/search?q=dis
34

David Peters Corbett, Walter Sickert (British Artists) (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001),
page 13.
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strong, independent opinion, his later reappraisal crystallizes this dispossession, not least
in descriptive form.

In the same way that some of Sickert’s
paintings draw their twin strands of
inheritances from Whistler and Degas,
certain works by Yiadom-Boakye’s
reconstitute the hallmarks of Sickert’s
direct lineage to Whistler’s symbolism.
Other works by the British-Ghanaian
painter skip inheriting the gene from
Sickert altogether, making direct alliances
with Degas’ works as exempli ed in A
A Concentration, 2018
Concentration (2018). In this work, four
young male ballet dancers, perhaps on a
break from practice, stand idly by an horizontal support bar. This work is a reimagination of
Degas’ Dancers Practicing at the Barre (1877) in which a pair of young female dancers
lean on a horizontal support bar, during ballet practice. Through an historical and
comparative analysis of two primary works — A Preoccupation and Dancers Practicing at
the Barre — I will examine the full extent of Yiadom-Boakye’s disinheritance from Sickert,
and more closely, the lineage to Degas before him. In doing this, I will deploy what Harold
Bloom has termed “daemonization”37 which is de ned as the “power in the parent poem
that does not belong to the parent proper, but to a range of being just beyond that
precursor”.38
Sickert’s paintings may be the closer parent-level of
disinheritance to Yiadom-Boakye’s own work, a better
understanding of this dispossession is located in some of his
precursor Degas’s subject matter and techniques. The BritishGhanaian painter has refused to depict the popular
entertainments and socio-economic conditions of 21st century
London which, given her delity to painting Black gures, would
continue the art historical depictions of Black people and women

Dancers Practicing at
the Barre, 1877

37

Harold Bloom’s The Anxiety of Influence: A Theory of Poetry. (Oxford: Oxford University Press , 1973)
page 15.
Bloom, page 15.
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in low and disenfranchised positions. I will also examine how Sickert disinherited Whistler’s
own technique of harmonizing a picture by painting it in “one wet”39 and the way this
manner of paint application “shows itself in subordinating, in arranging, in digesting any
and every complication”.40 This digested complication and subordinated arrangements of
subject and background has become a dominant technique in Yiadom-Boakye’s painting.

By her own admission, a dominant part of
Yiadom-Boakye’s artistic lineage —
however selectively discussed in her
published interviews — are necessarily
British and European. Her oft-given
examples are Edgar Degas (1834 - 1917)
and Walter Sickert (1860 - 1942). To the
painting student in the later half of the
21st century, a convenient lineage can be
traced from the French, German and
English painters of the late 19th and early
20th centuries, back to their key
in uences from the early Enlightenment
The Duel of Faust and Valentin, 1828
periods of the 11th century. Degas’s
fascination with the dance and theatricality
has its origins in his mentorship by Eugene Delacroix (1798 - 1863) who, compared to
Degas, “was arguably even more preoccupied with music...and went regularly to concerts,
private musical soirees, and choral events”.41 Delacroix’s The Duel of Faust and Valentin
(1828) [top right] is a prime example of theatrical representations in painting in the early
and mid-19th century. Other in uences were Camile Corot (1796 - 1875) of whose art
Degas was a “lifelong admirer”42 and who showed less interest in the physical auditorium,
preferring to isolate the dancing gures in some compositions (see Woman in Loge and
Dancer (1845-55)). In The Duel of Faust and Valentin (1828), Delacroix set the three

39

David Peters Corbett, Walter Sickert (British Artists) (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001),
page.
40

Corbett.

41

Jill Devonyar and Richard Kendall, Degas and the Dance, (New York : Harry N. Abrams, 2002), 3.

42

DeVonyar and Kendall, Degas and the Dance, 3.
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A third important in uence on
Degas’s theatrical obsession is
Honoré Daumier (1808 - 1879) who
made the crucial development from
the “dramatic illusion”43 of Delacroix
and Corot to the “contemporary
f a c t ” 44 o f t h e t h e a t e r a n d
spectatorship exempli ed in
Daumier’s At The Theater (1860-64)
and Degas’ Danses de la Haute
Ecole. Posés d'une école encore
plus élevée (1853). In the former, the
point of view is set from behind the
Danses de la Haute Ecole, 1853
spectators who raptly look onto the
stage just as an emotive (and
potentially) crucial scene in the play on account of an actor who points, with his left hand,
at the body on a oor while pointing, with his right hand, at a woman who looks away. Her
hands over her head in a posture suggestive of resignation. In the latter, three mature male
ballet dancers are caught in mid-air and in different elegant poses. Daumier’s Danses de la
Haute Ecole (1853) is believed to be the direct source of Degas’ Three Ballet Dancers
(1878-80) which interestingly leaves out any stage props or spectators but retains the
gure’s athleticism and emotive expressions. Degas' late dance paintings do not include
depictions of the stage, rehearsal rooms or spectatorship. One reason could be that as
well as a successful exercise in depicting spatial movement and weightlessness, the Three
Ballet Dancers (1878-80) is most important here as a tribute to Daumier’s abiding
in uence.
In her interviews, Yiadom-Boakye’s example of a Degas work which has made a huge
impression on her has not included any speci c dance paintings by the French
impressionist. In one instance, she praised Degas’ La Coiffure (combing the hair)(1896), a
double portrait of a seated woman whose hair is combed through by another woman
43

DeVonyar and Kendall, Degas and the Dance.

44

DeVonyar and Kendall, Degas and the Dance, 3.
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costumed, duelling men in the foreground of a scenic town but he employed dramatic
poses, light, shadow and the specter of death commonly utilized in stage productions.

behind her standing on her feet, for how the French impressionist achieved “movement,
elegance, heat and brutality with very little and it doesnt need to look real to feel it”.45 In a
2018 interview in which the British-Ghanain painter was asked about her interest in ballet
which has resulted in several paintings, she confessed her admiration for the “strength and
romance of a dancer; of the physicality, the musculature. It’s a different touch, it’s a harder
one. It’s a stronger one. It requires a balance and a poise and a physicality that is very
different”.46 In A Concentration (2018), four young men are depicted in full pro le and
dressed in leotards and leggings. The three men huddled to the left of the picture have
relaxed postures: the furthest from the left looks away from the viewer and at the two men
next to him perhaps in conversation, chat idly as they enjoy a break from practice or wait
to begin a dance routine; the second from the left looks directly out of the picture plane
with his right hand on his waist and left leg crossed, his heel raised and his toes planted on
the oor which, as well as steadying his posture, suggests the direction of weight of his
body.
The third gure from the right has his right st planted on his side-waist and his bended
elbows jutting out, in his case, indicating the direction of weight used to support his
balance. His left hand is placed on the middle of his chest further emphasizing his restful
posture. The gure on the far right takes up one third of the picture plane on account of his
outstretched right leg held behind his back with his right hand. This gure in white leggings
looks away from his cohorts while holding on to one of two rails for support, in very much
the same manner as the pair of young women dancers in Degas’s Dancers Practicing at
the Barre (1877), as well as those in its later iteration in Dancers at the Barre (1900). In
both works by Degas, each dancer has propped a leg on the (single) rail while their hands
are used to improve the stretching exercise. In all three examples, the direction of light is
made obvious by the shadows — broodier and heavier in A Concentration (2018) — which
are cast on the oor and walls of the dance studio. While Yiadom-Boakye deploys a shift in
color and intensity to demarcate the white vertical walls from the silver-gray horizontal oor,
Degas’ enforces more dramatic shifts in color and emphatic geometric lines to indicate the
lay out of this section of the rehearsal room, especially in Dancers Practicing at the Barre
(1877).
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Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, “Painting Infinitude,” Gerrit Rietveld Academie at Stedelijk Museum, Recorded
on March 23, 2018, Youtube video, 27:04, https://youtu.be/ZDJHy-YokLU.
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In both works by Degas’ and Yiadom-Boakye, the physical prop is crucial mainly because
of the functional support it provides for each set of dancers. How odd a picture it would be
if the dancers are depicted in a stretching pose, but without the prop which centers the
direction of bodily weight. The absence of a physical setting like a oor or wall is easily
compensated for in paintings, in part, because of the awareness of the physical (or
gravitational) fact that humans do not have the facility for ight, unless otherwise assumed
in a picture. All three gures in Degas’ Three Ballet Dancers (1878) are caught in midmotion with raised emotive hand gestures and uffy-looking tutus that are suggestive of
birds and, therefore, the possibility of ight. The historical and physical fact con rms they
are ballet dancers in performance on a stage. This inescapable fact is taken for granted
and in the case of Three Ballet Dancers (1878), the oors are depicted in thin and sharp
brush strokes running horizontally, while the same brush strokes, running counter, indicate
the vertical walls.
A privileged close inspection of A Concentration (2018) will reveal whether or not there is
an underdrawing which maps out the architecture of the painting. In previous interviews
about her preparatory process, Yiadom-Boakye has mentioned the collage of magazine
and photographic cut-outs which serve as preparatory sketches for her oil paintings. There
has not been a noticeable mention of drawings, whether free form or rigidly geometric, and
further investigations will reveal the precise nature of her photographic collages and other
preparatory sketches. Going by observation of the painting alone, A Concentration (2018)
bene ts from the geometric coherence formed by the four vertical male gures and the pair
of horizontal handlebars which cut across the middle of the composition and the waistline
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However, in Dancers at the Barre (1900), as is the case with Degas’s late paintings, the
gures and settings have been pared down to their essentials. Gone are the lines that
indicate the ushed wood planks of the rehearsal rooms, as well as the watering can —
used to wet the oor so as to prevent rising dust when dancing — at the bottom left
corner in the 1877 version. In this earlier work, the watering can whose sprinkler and long
spout, point diagonally across the painting, is deployed as a visual pun which mimics the
outstretched posture of the dancer at the top right of the painting, simultaneously
emphasizing the horizontality of the oor and depth of space afforded by the aerialdiagonal view of the painting. A Concentration (2018) has the distinction of being the rare
Yiadom-Boakye painting which is set indoors and includes an inanimate physical prop, in
this case the pair of horizontal bars which cut across the midsection of the painting. One
divides the picture plane in half, and while the other one above it is inches away from the
middle.

of each gure. With this rigidity established, the walls are depicted in washes of white and
gray which gently transition into the silver-gray of the oor. Yiadom-Boakye does not
employ lines to delineate the break (a baseboard, perhaps) between the wall and the oor.
This show of virtuosity with color is not emphasized by what appears to be the formal and
undistinguished formation of gures upright (except for one gure) who appear to be idle.
This is common across Yiadom-Boakye’s body of work which owes a large compositional
debt to the still, vertical guration in portraiture. The absence of action or palpable
movement could appear visually uninteresting, if not scrutinized closely. The knowledge
that none of her gures are real life portrayals adds to the sense of displacement in the lay
viewer who depends on a cultural or political context for meaning. For the patient viewer,
Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings, when stripped of narrative contexts, offer rewarding
revelations of her talents as a colourist. Her talents go beyond color placements and
transition, and extend to the architectonic formation of the overall painting. The wealth of
scholarship on Degas’ work available today reveals the careful mathematical construction
of his paintings. Sketches of works in development show the degrees of consideration
given to composition and color variance. Early versions of Dancers at the Barre (1900)
were drawn with pastel and the forgiving medium allowed for different variations of the
composition before it was transformed into the celebrated oil painting. Scholarship on
Yiadom-Boakye’s works are yet to include preparatory sketches and collages which will
demystify her creative process and possibly show a deeper debt to Degas, to the extent
there is one.
Yiadom-Boakye has not replicated the genders or poses of the dancers from Degas’ Three
Ballet Dancers (1878-80). The demands of both paintings are very similar and it matters
less if Degas painted or sketched from real life observations, and Yiadom-Boakye
composed hers from Degas’ original, but also from other secondary sources like
photographs and lms. If Yiadom-Baokye does not show enthusiasm for the athleticism
and grace commonly associated with ballet and the theatrical performance signi cant in
Degas’ works, and the subject of his interest, the answer may lay in the fact that she is a
consummate gurative painter. She resists portraiture as her home genre and makes a
distinction based on the fact that she does not paint from real life models. A esh and
blood gure hampers her creativity rather than enhances it, a creative decision made in
response to a natural inclination which, in turn, distinguishes her paintings from the real-life
likeness of portraiture. Formally, Yiadom-Boakye’s dance compositions are not daring, or
perhaps not as daring as Degas’ ballet paintings. This is more likely the result of her limited
interest in dance, theatricality and spectatorship. Her several dance paintings share similar
full length, horizontal form whether the subjects are mostly still (see A Complication (2013)),
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or when displaying athleticism (see Harp Strum (2016) and To Douse the Devil for a Ducat
(2015)). An easy conclusion is that Yiadom-Boakye lacks the compositional virtuosity that
is present in Degas’s dance paintings. The French impressionist had a committed interest
in ballet, fostered by his friendship and mentorship under mentor Daumier.
Degas’s commitment to and virtuosity in depicting dance was not without considerable
help from other artists. His much celebrated Miss Lala at the Cirque Fernando (1879)
brilliantly captures the acrobatic feat by a “mulatto woman”47 otherwise known as le
femme cannon. Degas admitted to Sickert that owing to the complexity of the composition
he employed the services of a draftsman who, among other compositions, created
separate oil sketches of the “mulatto woman” and another of the design of the
performance hall because “he had been unable to solve the problem of perspective and
had hired a professional for the drawing of the architecture of the ceiling”.48 A critique of
Yiadom-Boakye’s compositional shortcomings, in the strict terms of athleticism and its
speci c set of visual dazzle, must take into account the contributions of other professional
artists to the nished painting. Nowhere in the literature about Yiadom-Boakye’s work has
it been suggested that her sketches are prepared by an assistant. Further and future
scholarship will reveal the extent to which her paintings are co-productions of the sort that
deserves considerable critical attention.
Another area where Yiadom-Boakye’s sensibilities diverge from those of Degas may lie in
her early career decision not to depict women in subjugated positions. The image of the
female nude has been much revisited throughout art history, and to repeat this in her work
would continue the symbolic subjugation of women. This is potentially worse and the
subjugation is doubled if carried out by a painter who is also a woman. Yet another
premise of Degas’ dance paintings, which is at odds with Yiadom-Boakye’s sensibilities, is
the power imbalance in his relationship with his subjects. The considerable attention of an
older man towards young girls could be considered lavish and predatory. A veneer of
respectability with regards to the opera, theater spectatorship and ideas of re ned cultural
tastes sanitizes such relationships even in the 21st century. It would be an easier
disinheritance by Yiadom-Boakye if an abiding in uence like Degas had only stuck to ballet
where the costumes are modest, as is the dancing which is graceful, but is without sleaze.
This is not the case in Degas’s bathers paintings for which he closely observed women in
bathrooms. However sensual and intimate these paintings are of naked women in tubs,
47Jill
48

Devonyar and Richard Kendall, Degas and the Dance, (New York : Harry N. Abrams, 2002), 3.
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toweling their bodies or combing their hair, they nevertheless remain profoundly intrusive of
private moments. This point of view stands unaided by 21st century gender politics and
civil liberties which will undoubtedly render the bathers paintings — and depictions of the
female nude by a male artist — as no more than patriarchal fantasies masquerading as
high art.
The extent to which the rise of the internet and the unprecedented abundance of
photographic sources could signi cantly change the organizational principles of an artist
like Yiadiom-Boakye deserves its own critical attention. Another reason why YiadomBoakye’s sensibilities diverge from the abiding in uence of Degas — and by extension the
wealth of 19th century painters who have heavily in uenced her work — might be the
parallel and independent development of technological invention leading up to the 21st
century. She was born in 1977 which means she was forty-four years old in 2021. Google
was created twenty three years ago in 1998 when the young Yiadom-Boakye was twenty
one years old, and two years away from beginning her studies at the Royal Academy of
Arts (London, UK). The abundance of source materials afforded by technological
advancements in photography and by the internet could well be a huge advantage to a
young artist at the turn of the 21st century, especially when compared to artists who were
active when photography was invented in the early 19th century, and through its
development leading up to the present day. If there is no doubt that these technological
developments would affect painters of different eras in different ways, how this difference
manifests in the individual painter would expectedly be inimitable.
As earlier stated, Yiadom-Boakye decidedly does not paint from live models. She
composes her paintings rst as collages made from magazine and newspaper cut outs
and photographs taken by the artist, as well as from recollections from memory.49 One
given reason is the natural inhibition she has in rendering the persona and virtues of a real
person into painting. Conjuring up narratives for the lives of invented (and collaged)
characters is in nitely more interesting to the artist. This augurs well with her demonstrated
interest in ction writing, inventing characters and storylines that are often a necessity for a
successful short story, play or novel. The precise nature of her collages are yet seen or
discussed in published interviews or catalogs leaving a wide berth for conjecture. A paper
and photography collage will multiply the stiffness already present in either medium.
Figures frozen in the frame of a photograph, collaged with other cutouts of similar makeup,
easily translate into the pose and posturing in portraiture. The democracy of cameras,
photography and print journalism has created an abundance of source materials for the
49
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artist. Materials become cheap and readily available, and when the accretive process of
collaging has the allure of an independent art form — as distinguished from some pencil
drawings and oil sketches — the very process of collecting and assembling materials
assumes its own creative (and emotional) advantage for an artist like Yiadom-Boakye.
Yiadom-Boakye’s liberation from aspects of her artistic debts to Degas and his
contemporaries (Sickert, Matisse et al) continues a long tradition of disinheritance between
the artist and her source of in uences. Degas was drawn to the combination of
“irreverence with extreme perceptual and formal license”50 which he observed in the works
of Daumier who was an artist as well as an illustrator, but his biggest debt to his “graphic
predecessors was his artistic liberation, not just from a limited range of subject matter and
stultifying conventions, but from the idea of restraint itself”.51 The same could be said of
Yiadom-Boakye. Beyond the physical practicalities of color, line and composition, what
she has ultimately borrowed from her predecessors is “artistic liberation”. One
interpretation of this is the complete freedom to cherry-pick the attributes that are suitable
for her own painting project which, in this case, are the dancing gures, rather than the
spectacle of the theater stage and spectatorship to which Degas was famously drawn.
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In this chapter, I will examine the phenomena of repetition
and variance within the concept of disinheritance as my
chosen form of critique. I will argue that Yiadom-Boakye
has arrived at her signature artistic identity by rst
repeating, in her work, the tropes and themes she has
inherited from her forebears, the most signi cant of whom
is the African American painter Barkley L. Hendricks (1945
– 2017). Rather than a strict analysis of one painting by
Hendricks as a model for Yiadom-Boakye, I will consider a
nite cycle of paintings by the former which have
in uenced a nite cycle of paintings by the latter. One
prime example of this are two paintings by Hendricks: FTA
First, 2003
(1968), a portrait of a Black soldier in green uniform and
helmet, and Lagos Ladies (Gbemi, Bisi, Niki, Christy) (1978), a portrait of four Black
women in white, nurse’s uniform both of which serve as chromatic and compositional
blueprint for Yiadom-Boakye’s A Con agration (2017), a depiction of four Black women in
variations of green clothing. I will also show how these inheritances from Hendricks have
in uenced a cycle of paintings by the British-Ghanaian artist. The non-linearity of in uence
itself will be examined. Ultimately, I will prove that this series of paintings emphasizes the
cyclical nature of repetition and variance in the dissemination of ideas and in uence
throughout art history.

Any Number of Preoccupations, 2013

Secondly, I will interrogate the concept of
repetition and variance within YiadomBoakye’s own work. In addition to reconstituting inherited tropes and themes in
her paintings, Yiadom-Boakye continues to
vary these ideas across a cycle of works in
search of pro ciency and individuality. A
prime example of this is her use of the color
red and her depiction of clothing which
began with First (2003), an early painting
she made while a student at Royal Academy
schools (UK). Over her 20 year career,
Yiadom-Boakye has re-imagined the same
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2. DISINHERITANCE AS CRITIQUE: HACKING HENDRICKS

Henrdick’s rst student solo exhibition was in Philadelphia (US) in 1966. Numerous solo
and group exhibitions followed throughout his career. While some shows focused on his
photography, Hendrick’s rst retrospective exhibition of paintings, Barkley L. Hendricks:
Birth of the Cool was in 2008 at the Nasher Museum at Duke University (US). Curated by
Trevor Schoonemaker, the show traveled across the United States to the Studio Museum
in Harlem, Santa Monica Museum of Art, Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, and the
Contemporary Arts Museum Houston. In this chapter, I will investigate how “aemulatio” or
“emulation” – whether self-aware or unaware – animates the “fraught relation between
imitation and novelty”.53 Where exactly, I ask, is the clear divide between borrowing and
invention? Is this judged or valued by the extent to which the younger artist disguises an
inheritance? Is invention afterall an exercise in disguise? Or is there a realm of honest
innovation that is not beholden to antecedents? Is there, in fact, a sort of work which is
resistant to emulation?

52Franklin

Sirmans, “Barkley Hendricks: Ordinary People” in Birth of The Cool, ed. Trevor Schoonmaker
(city: Duke University Press, 2008), p81.
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Angela K. Ho, Angela Ho, Creating Distinctions in Dutch Genre Painting : Repetition and Invention,
Visual and Material Culture, 1300-1700 (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2017), 140.
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color combinations of red (and white or black) around her delity to the Black gure,
reaching new heights of pro ciency in Any Number of Preoccupations (2013). A second
color trope is the domination of green as background color and the gures’ attires
organized around a Black gure that is devoid of strife or subjugation as found in much of
western art history. Hendricks, before fellow African-America painter Kerry James Marshall
(b.1955), achieved critical and commercial success chie y through his portraiture, though
his practice included photography, drawing and illustration. He studied at Pennsylvania
Academy of Fine Arts (PAFA), going on to gain a Bachelors and Masters at Yale University
(US) from where he graduated in 1972. Before Marshall’s ascent to the frontline of
contemporary American painters in the 1980s onwards, Hendrick’s paintings in the 1960s
and 1970 updated the “concerns of pop art while anticipating the 1980s return to the
gure in the form of neo-expressionism.”52 During this period, portraiture was largely
sidelined by the rise of abstract expressionism and its supersession by pop art. Hendricks’
adherence to veristic depiction of cloth — inherited from western European painters of the
15th and 16th centuries — was combined with the bold colors and at backgrounds
common to pop art in the 1950s onwards, to create his signature style of portraiture.

Decontextualisation as Disinheritance: “FTA, 1968” and “Complication 2013”
FTA (1968) is a painting of a forward-facing Black
soldier in army uniform and helmet. Different shades of
green are used for the background, helmet and
uniform. His eyes are closed as though he is in a
moment of meditation, or some sort of relief from the
arduous duties of a soldier. His green uniform is
opened at the neck exposing a portion of his white
vest. There are creases close to the buttons on the
chest and creases that progress vertically from the
armpits and upwards. This is a rare instance of
untidiness because elsewhere in the painting, whether
on the background or on the gure, the surface is
FTA, 1968
smooth and devoid of designs or decorative features.
The tiny, sole rectangle on the gure’s helmet directs the
viewer’s eyes to the centrality of the face as a focal and emotional point of the painting. In
Yiadom-Boakye’s A Complication (2013) [bottom right], the color plot of white, green and
brown is quadrupled over four gures. The portrait is cut right above the knee at three
quarter length. Huddled next to each other, all four gures have their arms over and around
their backs. They all wear identical t-shirts tucked into their shorts (the two on the left) and
in their underwear (the two on the right). Three gures wear white undershirts that stick out
at the neckline. The one gure who isn't wearing a white undershirt is wearing a white
under-short. Despite the busy transitions of line, color and form all over the painting, the
same pattern of loose brush strokes which de ne the gures and background, also
harmonize the painting.
In FTA (1968), the gure’s occupation as a soldier is
obvious and the context for his choice of clothing is
justi ed. It is not offered to the viewer what exactly the
four gures in A Complication (2013) do and why they
are wearing matching t-shirts or locked in an embrace.
The de-contextualisation is intentional on YiadomBoakye’s part for several reasons. In the 1960s,
Hendricks served six years in the New Jersey National
Guard which required basic army training. He also
worked in the ammo section as a sharpshooter before

A Complication, 2013
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Five Key Disinheritances From Hendricks
First on the list is the approach to depicting background. The at, single color in FTA is a
signature feature of Hendrick’s paintings. The relevant color here is lemon green which
contrasts the army green of the soldier’s helmet and uniform. In A Complication, as is
typical of Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings, the featureless background is de ned by yellowlemon green washes in loose, broad strokes. In both paintings, this light shade of green in
the background is contrasted with the cadmium green on the attires of the gures. The
realistic, gural depiction and characteristic atness in FTA isolates the human features and
uniform from the painting, a calculated decision on Hendrick’s part to give the illusion of
the gure “coming off the canvas”.54 While the contrast of light background and deep
coloured attire is common in both paintings, the unsparing use of loose and broad strokes
in A Complication indeed complicates the relationship by presenting equal values of
coherence and variety.
A second borrowing by Yiadom-Boakye are the creases on the soldier’s green uniform
whose direction of movement progresses outwards from inside his closed armpit. The soft
creases – here depicted with a deeper shade of green which also points to the direction of
light falling directly above the gure – progresses upwards from under the soldier’s armpit
and stops just under his collar: the extent to which the gentle press of his armpit can make
this portion of his uniform crease. In A Complication, Yiadom-Boakye adopts a similar
crease-pattern which is directed by the press of the gure’s t-shirts tucked into their
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Barkley L Hendricks, Birth of the Cool, (Durham, NC: Nasher Museum of Art, Duke University, 2008),
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he was admitted into the cook section, rising to become the head chef. His biography was
directly incorporated into his paintings which is not the case with Yiadom-Boakye who
refrains from drawing from life, whether hers or that of sitter, contemporary or historical
gure. Avoiding real life contextual information in A Complication (2013) is a major swerve
by the British-Ghanaian painter which uni es the work with her other paintings that do not
signify any social, political or cultural context. It becomes very clear that decontextualisation as disinheritance is a persuasive strategy which bores brilliant bene ts
time and again. A better understanding of this move is gained by rst re-iterating YiadomBoakye’s inheritance from Hendricks, before examining how the artist has arrived at her
own distinct identity by disinheriting these speci c themes and tropes.

boxers and briefs. The creases begin at the waist band and project towards the (exposed)
front panel on each of their t-shirts.
The third borrowing is the approach to paint application. “There’s a rapid area of
comprehension required for working on the spot” said Hendrick in “Palette Scrapings'', his
self-penned catalog essay in The Birth of the Cool [left]. He was referring to the alla prima
method which involves successive layers of wet paint applied over each other. This, in
theory, requires considerable preparation which includes planning out the composition
before work begins on a canvas. This meant Hendricks could complete a painting in one
sitting and under ve hours, or at least “get it to the place where it's ready to be glazed
and framed”.55 Yiadom-Boakye’s preferred method of paint application is also alla prima.
This was rigidly true earlier in her career as a “matter of practicality”.56 The warm
conditions of her studio dried out the paint overnight and further work on them made for a
“muddy, scratchy, crappy”57 canvas. By her own admission, she was yet “sophisticated
enough as a painter”58 to avoid such a problem. The easy solution was to begin and nish
the painting all in one day, or over one sustained period of intense activity. This
development foregrounds one unresolved nature of in uence. Did Yiadom-Boakye
discover and practice alla prima all by herself, and only as a direct response to her creative
limitation as a budding artist? Or did she gain con dence in this style of working, having
learnt from the Hendricks–Sickert–Whistler lineage from which she has, elsewhere,
productively borrowed?
Yiadom-Boakye’s fourth borrowing from Hendricks is her adoption of the grand style
typical of 17th century “historic ‘swagger’ portraits, status images commissioned by
wealthy aristocrats”. 59 A Complication is 200 x 250 meters, and while FTA 1968 is modest
at 0.81 x 0.76 meters, it is not typical of the wealth of paintings by the African-American
artist. For Hendricks, “there is an interaction I want to have with the spectator, and using
55
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the human scale I think makes that point a little better for me”.60 This was in 2008 when he
was re ecting on his life’s practice. About ten years later in 2017, a similar observation
about Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings was made by the Black-British essayist Zadie Smith
who described the seventeen paintings in Under-Song For A Cipher, her solo show at the
New Museum (New York) as : “all slightly larger than human scale, though not imposingly
so”.61
Yiadom-Boakye fth borrowing from Hendricks is his penchant for what a New York Times
reviewer once described as “unhelpful titles.”62 Examples include October’s Gone…
Goodnight (1973) and Bid ‘Em In/Slave (Angie) (1973). FTA – the work under consideration
in this chapter – is less troubling being an acronym for “Federal Tuition Assistance,” a selfdevelopment grant administered by the US Army National Guard. Titles by Yiadom-Boakye
are similarly “unhelpful” as diviners of meaning in her paintings. They range from the
impossibly poetic – Geranium Love Sonnet and Citrine By The Ounce – to the prosaically
opaque: A Complication. For Yiadom-Boakye, titling works re ect stories in her mind that
may be oblique to the theme of the painting, but are not immediately useful to the viewer.
For the artist, herself a committed prose writer and poet, these titles are meant to “evoke a
particular sense of a narrative or a particular sense of something without it being extremely
speci c to anyone else necessarily”.63
The ve features outlined above prove Yiadom-Boakye’s inheritances from Hendricks’
established style. His position as forerunner in modern Black gurative painting throughout
the Global North from the 1960s onwards, his longevity, critical and commercial success
all provided a clear blueprint for the young British-Ghanaian painter who was set on
discovering and developing her own signature approach to grand style portraiture. Rather
than a wholesale adoption of a tried and tested method, Yiadom-Boakye has selectively
inherited aspects that are bene cial to developing her own style. Not dissimilar to how a
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bee “collects and transforms pollen from different owers into honey.”64 The two dramatic
aspects are the shrewd adoptions and their subsequent transcendence in the hands of the
younger painter. This transformation takes varying forms as the de-contextualization and
re-contextualisation of Hendrick’s FTA into her version which is freed from the temporal
and political speci city of the Vietnam War of the 1960s and 1970s. The four young men in
A Complication could be school boys chatting idly in a dressing room, on account of their
exposed boxers and briefs. The cut and style of their t-shirts and underwear, do not
denote a speci c culture of dress in any one period or decade, as distinguished from
another. Neither is the soldier’s uniform in FTA terribly speci c to one army tradition. Any
such hope is dashed by three factors: the assigned year “1968”; veri able knowledge of
Hendrick’s enlistment in the US Army National Guard; and the African-American painter’s
disinterest in anonymising the features of his paintings. I have so far established that
Yiadom-Boakye’s selective inheritance and transformative repetition is an active display of
innate and artistic agency. What I have yet to explain is the “element of competitiveness” in
such a master-protegee relationship. My presented visual evidence – rarely admitted to by
the artist, or satisfactorily examined by previous scholars – draws a close comparison
between the virtuosity of both painters. Yiadom-Boakye challenges the master by copying
and attempting to improve his original composition.
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3. DISINHERITANCE AS CRITIQUE: THE UNFINISHED WORK OF
REPRESENTATION
In this chapter, I will examine the nature of Yiadom-Boakye’s disinheritance from the work
of African-American painter Kerry James Marshall whose in uence on the British-Ghanaian
artist is evident in her thorough commitment to centering the Black gure in the grand
traditions of portraiture. Speci c works by Yiadom-Boakye are little veiled interpretations of
paintings by Marshall. One prime example is Yiadom-Baokye’s A Toast To The Health Of
(2011) which repurposes the combination of twin gures and landscape portraiture of
Marshall’s The Vignette (2008). Marshall’s
painting is a reimagination of Rococo, an
ornate, decorative style of painting which
originated in 18th century France. The Vignette
depicts a male and female couple sauntering
on a hilly grassland, while A Toast To The
Health Of recasts the lovestruck couple as a
pair of girls in a eld of low grassland. YiadomBoakye does not generalize the uniqueness of
the work as much as she delinks it from its
double inheritance from Rococo and allegorical
A Toast To The Health Of, 2011
signi cations in The Vignette.
In this chapter, a strong argument is also made for Yiadom-Boakye’s
excursions into printmaking which is strongly in uenced by Marshall’s
long history with etchings. I will examine her stylistic disinheritance
which extends to compositional styles and intended meanings, but
also to the labelling preferences of the African-American artist. Bloom’s
idea of a “swerve”65 — itself borrowed from a scienti c description of
atomic collision as the basis of life — best describes Yiadiom-Boakye’s
mis-reading of Marshall’s work, alongside those of her other
The Vignette,
in uences. By reimagining a 2008 painting by Marshall which is itself a
2008
reimagination of 18th century Baroque style, Yiadom-Boakye has
converted for her own purposes, the material riches of Marshall’s own successful
experiments. To borrow a formula from Malraux, she has gainfully moved on from “pastiche
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to style”.66 Delinking her paintings from portraiture allows a breadth of classi cations and
interpretations that stand on rm ideological and artistic backgrounds which aims to equal
the importance of the form. Portraiture, this greatly revered European traditional art form is
so regarded for its abiding association with class, wealth, race and gender to an extent.
These are areas where people of African descent have been signi cantly underrepresented
as far back as the Renaissance. Paintings of Black subjects in the West before the 14th
century are rare if at all existent. The wealth of evidence available today dates from the
early 17th century. The reclamation of Black portraiture in western European and American
art history is therefore ampli ed in Yiadom-Boakye’s practice even when the artist does not
profess it as such.
In his instructive survey titled Representations of Blacks and Blackness in the Renaissance,
Peter Erickson mapped out, as follows, the ve dominant types of representative tropes in
painting throughout the renaissance: the Black Magus a prime example of which is
Ruben’s different versions of the Adoration of Magi (1609-1629); second is the inverted
Magi Scene in which “worship is directed towards a classical gure”67 as found in Van
Dyck's Saint Sebastian in Edinburgh (1620-21l); a third group is that of Black Africans as
artistic subjects such as Rembrant’s Two Negroes (1661); a fourth group are depictions of
Blacks as servants such as Titian’s Laura dei Dianti (1520–25); and a fth group are Blacks
who are portrayed in the “deferential posture of gift-giver”68 as is found in Nicolaes
Bercham’s A Moor Presenting a Parrot to a Lady (1660 – 1669). Erickson’s express aim
was to examine the inherent complexities in depictions of Blacks throughout the
Renaissance “even though it does not involve explicit opposition to racist practices.”69 The
“explicit opposition” referred to in Ericskon’s survey, demands incredible levels of selfawareness from the main subjects of the paintings (who pays for the artist’s time) or the
artists from this period (happy to be paid for their time). When neither the artist nor patron
66
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have the best interest of the depicted Black subject at heart, no explicit or implicit critique
is to be expected.
Erickson identi es an interval between when images of Blacks and Blackness appeared in
paintings from continental Europe and the United Kingdom. For instance, trade links
between the Portuguese and Benin Kingdom, prior to the 17th century, are well
established in historical records. Images of Portuguese merchants in commemorative
plaques show a synergistic relationship between the European and West African powers
even as the Transatlantic Slave Trade was gathering pace. The “timelag” referred to in
Erickson’s survey re ects the entrance of the United Kingdom (in the 17th century) into the
grand stage of the transatlantic slave trade, consolidating the larger project of European
expansion across the Global South.70 The enslavement of Black Africans in the United
States and the Caribbean was succeeded by colonialism much of which came to an
of cial end in the mid-20th century. These two features of European expansionism —
slavery and colonialism — are what Marshall concludes have robbed Black Africans of the
“competitive capacity to engage the world with the same dynamic force that the imperial
powers did”.71 Deprived of the wealth to form institutions and specialist knowledge in the
arts, Black African artists insert themselves into art historical narratives already
disadvantaged. Preeminent gures like painter Horace Pippin (1888-1946) and draftsman
Charles White (1918-1979) loom larger in the history of 20th century African American art.
Building on this long history and, combined with his strongly allegorical paintings and the
uncompromising pitch-black of his gures, Marshall has emerged in the 21st century as
the most considered painter of the Black gure in the United States. Right next to him is
Barkely L Hendricks (1947-2017)) who, alongside Marshall, has “invested the Black portrait
with potent social and psychological force”.72 Marshall remains a preeminent gure in 21th
century American painting. A self-confessed history painter, he is manifestly committed to
reclaiming the place of guration and speci cally the Black gure in Western art history. As
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In her interviews, online and in print, Yiadom-Boakye rarely positions her paintings of
exclusively Black gures as a corrective to the centuries old tradition of unedifying
depictions in paintings from the Renaissance up to the present day. While Yiadom-Boakye
has made multiple references to her European precedents, most of whom (Degas, Sickert
and Sargent) are totemic gures of 19th century Western art, the British-Ghanaian painter
is not as forthcoming about her Black in uences, if any, whether American, British,
European or indeed African. The young artist’s heart, says Andre Malraux, “is a graveyard
in which are inscribed the names of a thousand dead artists but whose only actual
denizens are a few mighty often antagonistic ghosts.”74 Living artists also populate
Malraux’s graveyard of dead artists. These mighty antagonistic ghosts fall into two broad
categories: the one dominated by White, European artists and the second occupied by
Black, American artists. Race and geography might be the labels used, but the organizing
principle for the pair of groupings do not neatly juxtapose each other. The former consists
of 19th century giants who are of European (Edgar Degas), British (Walter Sickert) and
American (John Singer Sargent) descent. The latter group includes the titans of Black
portraiture in 20th and 21st century American art namely Marshall and Hendricks.

The Cult of Whiteness
By choosing to exclusively paint Black gures in paintings that do not contain explicit
criticism of racist practices or Black plight of any sort, Lynette Yiadom-Boakye offers a
clear alternative for how Black Africans assume visibility. Her approach is not a simple
inversion of Black subjugation into Black might. No one of her paintings depict themes of
civil or women’s rights movements, glori ed Black civilisations or contemporary feats in any
eld of life. Neither is she interested in the personalities of historical or living gures: “I’m far
more interested in how we can make people intelligible through paint.”75 This belief is
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an emergent artist in the 1980s, he believed the clear intention of any artist was to “make
for someway for yourself in the historical narrative of the art form.”73

echoed in Marshall’s pursuit of “intellectual investment”76 in his seminal painting A Portrait
of the Artist as a Shadow of His Former Self (1970) which marked his shift from paper
collages to extremely Black portraiture. Majority of the paintings he made from then on
were made with the express intention that the Black subject would be central and not
peripheral, and that the “conditions of Blackness would be absolute, not provisional.”77
Describing a typical visit to the considerable collections at Art
Institute of Chicago (US), African-American painter Kerry
James Marshall observed that while the African art wing is
situated next to the primitive and ancient art wings, one can
walk through the “14th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th century
galleries and never encounter a work by a Black person until
you get to the 20th century which means in the minds of
most people when you go to a museum, Black people didn't
make any art in 700 years. And they certainly didn’t make art
that was worth putting in there for 700 years that was worth
putting in a museum”.78 This great volume of absences
A Portrait of the Artist as a
weighs heavily on the Black visual artists who want their work
Shadow of His Former Self,
1970
to be included and valued in any exalted museum. In
Marshall’s own case, one strategy for shoring up this gap, in
addition to his history paintings and their imposing scale, is the intensity of black color that
is unique and inescapable in his paintings. The shade of black in Marshall’s paintings are
consistently jet-black and high concept. If the wealth of “hallowed”79 paintings in major
western museums are of White subjects, the Black people in his paintings are intensely
black and this intensity, conceptually, makes up for the absence in volume. The most
signi cant of these paintings titled A Portrait of the Artist as a Shadow of his Former Self
was made in 1980 and at the tail end of the 20th century. By the time artists like YiadomBoakye — and contemporaries like Kehinde Wiley (1977 – ), Mickalene Thomas (1971– )
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— arrived on the scene, a great deal of “corrective creation”80 had been advanced by
Marshall’s paintings and those of his near-contemporaries like Barkley L Hendricks (1945
— 2017).
Prior to appearance in paintings by British painters after
1600, Black Africans largely featured in fashion and
entertainment as performers and musicians. Representation
of Black Africans in Britain throughout the Renaissance is
understood against a background of what Peter Erickson
called the “cult of whiteness”.81 This is exempli ed by the
“cosmetically enhanced” of cial portrait of Queen Elizabeth 1
(1533 - 1603). "In the last years of her reign” according to
Erickson “white—the color of purity and chastity—was
widely adopted at court in deference to the Queen. The
'Ditchley' portrait is the most signi cant statement on the
cult of white.”82 Commissioned by Sir Henry Lee (1533–
1611), the Ditchley portrait is an oil painting by Marcus
Gheeraerts the Younger (1561/2 – 1636) which depicts the
Queen Elizabeth I,
The
Ditchley portrait,
Queen standing on a map of England and beset by stormy
°circa1592
skies giving way to sunshine and clear skies. The whiteness
of her costume is matched by the whiteness of her face and
hands, a cosmetic exaggeration that was meant to enhance and standardize the spectacle
of whiteness. The European territorial expansion which coincided with the Renaissance of
the 16th century, also coincided with the trans-atlantic slave trade much of which was led
by the British crown.
The reorganization of classical knowledge systems during the Age of Enlightenment in the
18th and 19th centuries formed the fundamental basis on which the discourse of
modernity has emerged. But an unresolved contradiction lies at the heart of this
foundational core of western liberal philosophy which proposes that “rights are available
only to a particular category of citizens while at the same time denying them to another
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category of subjects.”83 This contradiction has engendered the systematic dehumanization
of the Black gure, simultaneously championing its perpetrators as bastions of modern
liberality. This entrenched belief system is what has contributed to the “discomfort the
Black gure’s presence creates in public spaces and because of the attitudes that art
institutions have long exhibited toward such a gure.”84 This theater of contradiction is
restaged in contemporary opinions and reactions to a Black artist like Yiadom-Boakye who
paints exclusively Black gures in edi ed, socio-economic positions, rather than those that
are beset with strife or powerlessness. One attempt by some Black artists to shore up the
wide difference in competitive advantage was to do away with gural representation
altogether in favor of abstraction. This, many believed, was a level playing eld of art
making which did not import the never less than charged politics of identity and its
concomitant values of race, gender and class. From the early generation of AfricanAmerican abstract artists that includes Norman Lewis, Alma Thomas, Beauford Delaney,
and later generations of artists including Edward Clark, Sam Gilliam, Howardena Pindell,
Stanley Whitney, Jack Whitten and Mark Bradford, myriad reasons contribute to each
artists’ delity to abstraction. One pervasive belief is that by jettisoning the Black gure
altogether, the historical bias as a subject of low social status is eliminated. Abstraction is
assumed to be the great leveller and a battle site for ideas, rather than portraiture where
the transference of real world socio-politico-cultural realities are foisted on the Black gure,
whether or not any elements of the picture invites such scrutiny.
“Subsequently what we know is representation never went anywhere, its viability was
never questioned.”85 And for all we know, Representation might never go away. So, the
best way forward becomes how well an artist is able to reanimate the genre and, by
extension, the “discourse in which visibility and invisibility are shaped.”86 This vitality in
representation persists even when contemporary tastes and fashion changes. It still
performs some important functions, especially in the “multicultural relationality unleashed
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by decolonisation and manifested in the discourse of diversity in the metropole.”87 Perhaps
now, more than ever, the need to be represented in the popular arts, paintings included, is
paramount. The vitality of a museum is no longer invested in the amassing of looted
artifacts from former colonial outposts, or in the instituting of grand edi ces as projections
of modernity. Self-examination of a museum's collections and practices, in addition to
concerted efforts to repatriate stolen loot, presents new ways of rede ning the essential
purpose of a museum.

Marshall’s Law
Three criteria outlined by Kerry James Marshall do well to test the tensile strength of
Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings in relation to their visual rhetoric and the physical experience of
viewing them in person. Subjecting paintings by the younger artist to the master’s test will
further emphasize the depth of his in uence on her, but only so that the trajectory of
Yiadom-Boakye’s swerve away from this inheritance is clearly mapped out. Marshall’s three
criteria, outlined in a 2010 lecture, were self measures which the African American painter
had set for his work, if they were to succeed in being acquired and displayed, alongside
any well regarded painting, in the exalted museums in much of the Global North. The rst
criterion is to be recognised by other artists as having “produced something that they nd
interesting enough to acknowledge”.88 Yiadom-Boakye’s success in the rst criterion is
evidenced by the serious criticism that continues to accumulate around her work as found
in catalog essays and art journalism that accompany her exhibitions. The diverse specialist
contributors include fellow artists (e.g. Glen Ligon);89 curators and critics (e.g. Okwui
Enwezor); and essayists (e.g. Zadie Smith).
Marshall’s second criterion was to have work entered into the permanent collections of all
the major museums in the following order: “ rst in your city, then in your country and then
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by extension worldwide”.90 In the US alone, Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings have been
acquired by the Baltimore Museum of Art; the Carnegie Museum of Art, Pittsburgh; the
Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston; the Dallas Museum of Art; the Minneapolis Institute
of Art; the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles; The Museum of Modern Art, New
York; and the Yale Center for British Art, Connecticut. Elsewhere, Yiadom-Boakye’s works
have been included in the Tate Collection (UK) and the Kunstmuseum Basel (Switzerland).
All these collections are in the Global North, whose constituent nations represent European
expansionism from the 15th century which sought for a “uni ed conception of the world.”91
No art historical narrative from epochs past, argues Marshall, is complete without the
mention of a speci c list of artists. From the 16th century the typical names include
Leonardo da Vinci, Michael Angelo and Sandro Botticelli. From the 18th and 19th century
the list includes Claude Monet, Vincent Van Gogh, Paul Gauguin, Camille Pissaro and
Edgar Degas. From the 20th century the notable names include Jasper Johns, Andy
Wahrol and Roy Lichenstein.92 “There are no Black people who make art” says Marshall
“and have ever made art who occupy a position like that in the entire narrative of art”.93
Marshall’s third criterion, which the artist admitted he is yet to achieve, is to “gain a place in
the historical narrative of art that is secure and not contingent upon the generosity of one
art historian or one critic or one writer or another”.94 This criterion is beyond the remit of
any contemporary scholarly enquiry. Future artists and critics are better placed to
determine whether an artist like Marshall and Yiadom-Boakye after him have enshrined
positions in art history. This is the context into which Yiadom-Boakye entered at the start of
the 21st century when she worked her way through the Royal Academy schools from
which she graduated in 2003. Her emergence in the UK art scene also comes right after
the wave of Young British Artists (YBA) who gained notoriety in the 1990s for their
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“complete openness”95 and unconventional approach to materials and processes that
constituted art making. The most notable of the YBAs include Damien Hirst, Tracey Emin
and Chris O li and some of their chosen materials ranged, respectively, from preserved
dead animals, a personal bed and cow dung. This generation of British artists freed much
of contemporary British art from the traditional mediums of oil painting, wood and metal
sculpture. Rather than continue in the spirit of openness to myriad materials and methods
of making that had been well exhausted by the 1990s group, Yiadom-Boakye chose to
exclusively focus on portraiture. This in fact is one de nition of art making: a series of
disinheritance instituted by the young artist in order to arrive at a form and ideal that is
essential and unique to said artist.

The Subversion of Inheritance (in Painting)
The rst and obvious departure Yiadom-Boakye has made from Marshal is in the intensity
of blacks which is the signature of the African-American painter. This jet black color —
typically shaded with deep grays and common to his gurative works — is conceptual,
rhetorical, dialectical and effectively so. It does not pretend to be naturalism and it is readily
deployed as a tool in Marshall’s allegorical paintings about the art and histories of AfricanAmericans. Marshall’s extreme intensity of blacks, one could argue, is a match for the
extreme absence of Black people in western art history. His fame as one of the most
considered artists in contemporary American art continues to heighten the visibility of his
allegories which, in addition to his many public lectures, add to the intellectual heft in his
work. He does this with the unwavering belief that the Black gure has the “greatest
capacity of changing people’s expectations when they go to the museum than any number
of abstract works that anybody can make at any moment in time”.96 Marshall’s fashioning
of extreme blackness as a loaded tool began with his 1980 work titled The Portrait of the
Artist as a Shadow of His Former Self. It would be another twenty years before YiadomBoakye began experimenting with the deep black color while a student at the Royal
Academy schools (from which she graduated in 2003). In those two decades, Marshall’s
paintings, and those of his near contemporaries like Hendricks, had done a huge amount
of rhetorical work in developing the commercial and critical impressions in late 20th
century American art. Away from the artist’s own politics and intentions, Yiadom-Boakye’s
95
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own Black gures, at the start of the 21st century, had less work to do in demonstrating
the effectiveness of the “unequivocally extraordinary Black gures”97 as a rhetorical tool in
the forceful way Marshall has done in his paintings. As a rule, Yiadom-Boakye does not
use black paint from a tube and would not allow it into her studio. Part of this is an
inherited habit from art school where black paint is prohibited. This is to encourage
students to master mixing other colors in order to arrive at a black color. An added
advantage is the innumerable shades the student is likely to discover depending on the
admixture. As a result, a sense of depth and nuance are introduced, a habit she has
carried on into her mature practice because “the more I worked, the more I came to realize
that the power was in the painting itself”.98 Seemingly obvious at face value, the realization
suggests a hard-worn euphoria, arrived at through continuous practice and
experimentation with black and its color actions with the variety of colors deployed by the
artist. This is echoed by the careful balance encapsulated in Marshall’s belief that in his
paintings “Black becomes the primary subject matter of the picture, although the primary
subject of the picture is how pictures are made”.99
Marshall’s aim, espoused in Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings, is to deploy the color black
chromatically as one would another color like blue. The varieties of blues (cobalt blue,
ultramarine blue, phthalo blue, cerulean blue etc) available to the artist is mirrored by the
myriad hues in black (carbon black, iron oxide black, bone black) which are made even
richer, says Marshall, by adding other colors “so that I’m working with black chromatically,
not as a limitation which is the way I wish everybody had thought how black functions in
paintings up till this time”. Somewhere between an inherited art school habit of eschewing
already made black paint and Yiadom-Boakye’s mature fascination with the innumerable
shades it presents when mixed from other colors: somewhere between close observations
of how Marshall and Hendricks have explored the chromatic possibilities of black paint and
her own delity to the formal considerations of perspective, form, composition as starting
points for her paintings, the British-Ghanaian artist arrived at what Yve-Alain Bois
describes as the “epistemological moment of technique, where thought and invention take
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place”100. This precisely is where disinheritance is activated, in the swerve (taken as the
thought which enables invention) away from the restrictive hold of depending on a market
produced black paint and the commitment to discovering and re ning its capacity for
uncountable admixtures.
Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings are devoid of historical or present day contexts, whether
narratively or physically on the canvas. The goal is to “capture the evanescence of a mood,
not burden us with narrative detail”.101 And by absenting background details that might
suggest socio-economic conditions or a speci ed place which will in turn suggest time,
the viewer is therefore forced to interpret Yiadom-Boakye's gures without super cially
negative or necessarily positive projections. This also is what Isabella Maidment referred to
as a “deliberate temporal instability that speaks to our contemporary condition both
psychic and social”.102 “By isolating things” says Yiadom-Boakye “they lose their original
context and that goes back to the way I used to consume images or pictures as a
child”103. These were from magazines and photo albums which occupied the curious kid’s
impressionable mind. A childhood habit becomes a technique in the mature artist,
embolden by its manifestation in works of a forebear like Hendricks from whom, Okwui
postulates, Yiadom-Boakye has drawn gainfully in the way she “isolates her gures in the
same type of featureless, monochromatic elds”.104
Citing speci c tropes the younger painter has adopted into her practice, Enwezor posits
that from Marshall the British-Ghanaian painter has adopted “pastiches of likeness”105 to
real human gures and from Hendrick the isolation of gures in “featureless
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monochromatic elds,'' 106 both of which are dominant features of her work. The
Subversion of Realism was published in the catalog which accompanied Any Number of
Preoccupation, Yiadom-Boakye’s 2011 exhibition at the Studio Museum (US).107Nowhere
in the catalog for Any Number of Preoccupations, and indeed the essays for YiadomBoakye’s several other solo exhibitions, is there a speci c instance of Marshall’s direct
in uence on the younger artist. Any such example will crystallize the second, dominant
in uence on Yiadom-Boakye’s work, the conceptual and gurative debt she owes to
contemporary African-American painting traditions. Such a debt is abundantly clear in
Yiadom-Boakye’s A Toast To The Health Of (2011) which closely resembles Marshall’s The
Vignette #13 (2008). In both pictures, guration and landscape combine to form an
intimate link to pastoral painting. Two Black gures, with their backs to the viewer, hold
hands as they appear to walk further into the distance of the picture plane. The ease and
affection between the two gures is suggested by the playful manner with which the two
young women lead each other in their attempt to cross a swamp (A Toast To The Health
Of), or as the male leads the female gure down the hills (The Vignette). In both works, an
open eld of green vegetation dominates both the foreground and background. Even when
not mowed or tilled, the grounds and grasses are kempt, so that a general sense of
orderliness is present in both pictures.
One plausible explanation why these obvious similarities between both works was not
identi ed by Enwezor, Beckwith or Golden could be the fact that A Toast To The Health Of
was produced in 2011, the same year that Any Number of Preoccupations, YiadomBoakye’s rst solo show, was held in the US. A privileged knowledge of production
timelines would vindicate the writers and curator of such oversight. But why subsequent
scholarship on Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings, which has drawn a close link to Marshal’s
work, have missed or elided such a signi cant inheritance is not entirely clear. The
compositional similarities between both works is a rare instance of direct borrowing in
Yiadom-Boakye’s oeuvre. Even more telling is the fact that her version, painted in 2011,
comes a mere three years after Marshall’s The Vignette. The implications are not
inconsiderable. By 2011, Yiadom-Boakye was eight years into her practice as a
professional painter having graduated from the Royal Academy schools in 2003. By 2011,
the artist had staged seven solo exhibitions in England, Switzerland, South Africa and the
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United States. By 2011, she had also participated in notable group exhibitions in Sweden,
Ireland, France, Spain, Belgium, Germany and South Korea among other countries. These
considerations suggest a maturity of work, a critical if not commercial success in the key
centers of art making in the Global North. If it is understandable (and expected) that a
young British-Ghanaian painter in her twenties would reimagine as hers, the work of a
prominent contemporary painter of the Black condition, to do so in her mid-thirties and
three years after the original was produced emphasizes the intimacy of inheritance at play.
The pair of gures in The Vignette are male and female, possibly lovers from the tender
manner they hold hands and appear to enjoy walking through the green elds, under blue
skies. Such heterosexual gender pairings are never to be found in Yiadom-Boakye’s
paintings. So normalized are the images of a male and female together, in paintings and in
everyday life, one would be forgiven for not immediately noticing the absence of such a
pairing in the artist’s works. This is also true in the rare case of a diptych like Lie To Me
(2019) whose male and female gures are painted on separate panels, as if the mere
thought of any such depictions is anathema to the artist’s practice. The concept of
romantic love between a Black couple is a core aspiration of Marshall’s The Vignette series
which are styled after Rococo. It is the corrective swerve he sought to make to the
paintings of Jean-Honorè Fragonard which even when derided by some philosophers of
the 18th century as “frivolous”108 became emblematic of an idyllic love in an idyllic setting.
The open skies are impossibly hopeful and tranquil, undisturbed by people or any natural
force such as the wind, on account of how smooth and at (or well tended) the vegetation
is. This is an idealized depiction of romance between a couple which is rarely seen in
paintings dating back to the Renaissance. The implications of an idealised heteronormative
Black couple — and by extension the Black family unit and the Black community — is
fundamental and far ranging. Any number of societal ills af icting Black communities in the
Global North could well be traced to the systematic destruction of the Black family unit,
dating back through racial segregation and the Transatlantic Slave Trade. Marshall’s
Rococo style paintings from his Vignette series is a major swerve from a European
tradition, while Yiadom-Boakye’s emulation of the African-American master’s work might
be considered a minor swerve along the same lines of painterly inquiry.
In her painting A Toast To The Health Of, the British-Ghanaian painter has replaced the
amorous couple in Marshall’s painting with a younger couple, both women and possibly
girls on account of their body proportions and playful abandon. As in The Vignette this
108
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Physical settings are uncommon in Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings. Less so is the green
vegetation of a landscape. Similar to her re-imagining of Degas’ Dancers Practicing at the
Barre (1877) in which the ballet gures aside, she replicates the walls, oor and horizontal
support bars in her version titled A Concentration (2018). Such wholesale compositional
adoption from her forebears is also undeniable on account of their rarity in YiadomBoakye’s oeuvre. The operative disinheritance in A Toast To The Health Of is that of
disinterest in landscape portraiture and its adulation of nature’s wonders. It does not signify
any special rejection of the accidental beauty in the colors and forms presented and
performed by nature, for in this might lie an avenue for further investigation into the artist’s
intellectual or emotional constitution in relation to the genre. The disinterest by the artist
might simply be because it is an intellectual dead end, a fallow eld of sorts which bears
up none of the excitement or absurdities about paint and painting with which YiadomBaokye’s is preoccupied.

The Subversion of Inheritance (in Etchings)
Notable etchings by Yiadom-Boakye show the depth of Marshall’s in uence which extends
beyond oil paintings and into printmaking which, in turn, shows the breath of Yiadom-
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couple are in an open eld and both have their backs to the viewer. Beyond them in the
background is the expanse of a eld. The wide open space is symbolic of even more
freedom and further separation from the constricting limits of public displays of affections
around other people, given that no other gure or persons are within sight. While Marshall
paid as much lavish attention to the preoccupations of his heteronormative couple, as he
did to the landscape which frames the picture and the couple’s desires, Yiadom-Boakye’s
appears to be more interested in the pair of young women, and their attempt to help each
other across a swamp to the ever-green grass ahead of them. True to Yiadom-Boakye’s
delity to the horizontal gure in her portraits, her pair of gures dominate the picture with
the bulk of their bodies so that the space between the outline of their pro les and the
extent of the painting’s borders are near-equidistant. Marshall placed his pair of gures in
the central plane of the picture, further emphasized by the enveloping framework of grassy
hill in the foreground, the two tall trees on either side of the couple, as well as the vast blue
skies in the background. For her part, Yiadom-Boakye has relegated any vastness of the
skies to the uppermost section of A Toast To The Health Of and even this depiction is
diminished by the suggestions of tall forest trees in between the green eld and the open
vista.

Boakye’s later disinheritance from the African-American master. Yiadom-Boakye’s Give
(2003) and Marshall’s Nat (1982) strongly demonstrate much of this disinheritance. In both
pictures, the portrait of a male gure has exaggerated esh tones (jet-black); the wide
circumference and overexposed eyeballs (bright whites); and the smooth forehead whose
prominence is emphasized by the rounded outline of the head. The body of critical work
on Yiadom-Boakye’s etching is meager but helpful in assessing the audience (present or
absent) in it. But so overwhelming is the prevailing misrepresentation of Black subjects in
western art that even when not suggested, as in the case of Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings,
over-interpretations are unavoidable. The scale of the problem is greater if the misreadings
are committed by museum professionals and critics who write about the artist’s work and
should be better informed of the seemingly obvious pitfalls.
In a essay to mark the acquisition of First Flight (2015) by the Fitzwilliam Museum in
England, Rebecca Virag, a Research Assistant in the Paintings, Drawings and Prints
Department compared the set of ten etchings to “old master drawings”109 while also
highlighting the open eld of interpretations Yiadom-Boakye supposingly invites into her
work. But in a move to underscore the museum’s re-evaluation of the “legacies of
enslavement”110 in the University of Cambridge Museums (UK) of which the Fitzwilliam is a
subsidiary, Virag describes Yiadom-Boakye’s etchings as “pertinent”111 to this effort. She
goes on to amplify her assumptions: “these investigations are perhaps leading us to reevaluate the implications of a collar in terms of subjugation and punishment and to reexamine how colonial discourse has engendered restrictive and exclusive viewpoints.
Yiadom-Boakye subverts the suggestion of such prejudice and negativity in subtle
ways”.112 In the exhibition text on the occasion of (Re)Print: Five Projects, a ve person
2020 group show whose stated aim was to engender a “dialogue between contemporary
109
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prints and the source material referenced,”113 Jennifer Farrel the Associate Curator
Department of Drawing and Prints at the Metropolitan Museum of Art (US) correctly notices
the “candid, unreadable expressions”114 on the gures which Virag baf ingly misreads as
symbols of subjugation.
Farrell, as did curator and critic Zoe Whitley in a 2012 review of Yiadom-Boakye Fly and
Siskin series, rightfully linked the plumage in Yiadom-Boakye’s etchings to a “fashion”115 of
16th and 17th century European paintings. But Farrell’s own con dent jump over several
centuries is weakened by her next pronouncement which is that First Flight (2015) has “no
direct or singular art historical source material”.116 Farrell, like every other writer about
Yiadom-Boakye’s work who does not deeply consider her inheritances from a gure like
Marshall, as is done in this thesis, is less likely to spot the intimate relationship between the
two artists’ works, let alone examine the younger artist’s disinheritance. To be fair, these
misinterpretations of Yiadom-Boakye’s etchings are to be found in short descriptive notes
and essays which do not deeply examine the creative “swerves” the artist makes.
My reading of Give (2003) as a resemblant of Nat (1982) could point to their different
mediums as one reason why any inheritances would be far fetched. The former is a
woodcut while the latter is an oil painting. And if the different colors in both backgrounds
casts further doubt (black in one, reddish-brown in the other), a second example should
resolve it. Yiadom-Boakye’s series of etchings titled Siskin (2012) and Marshall’s Brother
(1974) bear closer formal and material similarities than is found in the previous example.
Siskin is one of two sets of etchings Yiadom-Boakye made in the same year. It came in an
edition of twenty- ve while the second set Fly is a set of twenty. Both sets of etchings are
portraits of male heads that are nested in plumage. Most are enface, while others are in
pro le. The similarities between the two does not extend to the precise manner of hatching
113
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employed by either artists. Marshall’s lines are crosssectional, running diagonally to each other set of lines to
form the face, while the hairs on the head and beard are
dense and opaque masses of lines. Yiadom-Boakye uses
varying types of hatching across the sets of etchings and
routinely incorporates the negative space into each
composition. For the head of hair she has used scumbling
lines to suggest density, while the face incorporates negative
space and a combination of closely packed dashes and
occasional cross-hatches. The precise deployment of lines
between Brother and Siskin does differ but in Marshall’s
etchings, Yiadom-Boakye found a template with which to
expound on her preoccupations. One is her liking for
selected tropes in European art history like plumage or
animal hide, or the animals as signi cations of virtue.
Another is her obsession with youthful men: “there is a type
of romance I can enact with a male gure, often like a solo
male gure that I struggle to do with women”.117 True to
form, Yiadom-Boakye’s attention to the male gure is lavish
but not unconsidered. A guess at the age grouping would
place the men between late teens and early forties.
Adolescents and the elderly are not included, neither
areheightened emotional states like laughter or sadness,
euphoria or inertia.

Siskin, 2012

Brother, 1974

This indeterminateness supports the artist’s larger aim which is never to depict Black
people in subjugated positions as stated in a 2012 interview with the Swiss curator Hans
Ulrich Obrist: “one of the things I always destroy in a work is anyone that I think looks
passive. In part, this is because they’re Black and in part because I don't want them to
look like anyone has taken anything from them. I don't want them to be victimized basically
or look that way”.118 This is yet again another instance of Yiadom-Boakye’s disinheritance
117
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from Marshall whose gures are impressively loaded with the declared intention to combat
un attering stereotypes of Black gures in western art history. The British-Ghanaian artist is
just as resolute in combating this stereotype but her methods are not as po-faced. Where
Marshall will depict jet-black gures, naked with their genitalia in full view as in Bride of
Frankenstein (2009) and Frankenstein (2009) as a way of scrutinizing the misconceptions
of Black gures in different aspects of popular culture, Yiadom-Boakye does not invite any
such inversions into her work as a way of insisting on a clean break from unhelpful
stereotypes. She has dislodged herself from the burden of representation which older
artists like Marshal take on valiantly. This reduced workload ascribed to her paintings is the
convenient swerve she has made from the older artist’s overwhelming in uence.
An early etching like Brother from 1974 is one of a few by Marshall that are available in his
exhibition catalogs and anywhere online. By the time he made etchings like Untitled
(Woman) and Untitled (Handsome Young Man), both from 2010, he had re ned and
committed to hyper-blackness as a rhetorical device in his work. Brother was made six
years before A Portrait of an Artist as a Shadow of his Former Self in 1980, after which the
hyper-black gures became prevalent in his works. These later etchings by Marshall carry
the hallmarks of his paintings, in that the gures are densely hatched into opaque blacks,
as are the gures in his oil paintings. Yiadom-Boakye’s incorporation of negative spaces
into her etchings is a signi cant stylistic swerve away from her forebear. The reduced
intensity this brings to her etchings from 2012 is in contrast to the dense and opaque lines
in Marshall’s later etchings in 2010 (especially if his earliest works in the form was made in
1974).
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CONCLUSIONS
In her paintings and etchings, Lynette Yiadom-Boakye has demonstrated the modalities of
disinheritance by which she has arrived at a distinct approach to portraiture. Broadly, they
come under two categories of major and minor disinheritance, each of which is
conditioned by a variety of factors that range from aesthetic to philosophical, personal to
political. They signify the points of divergence from the dominant in uences in YiadomBoakye’s formation as an artist to her maturity as a leading painter in contemporary British
art and African diaspora art. This thesis coincides with Fly In League With The Night, the
largest survey of her works in Europe. First shown at Tate Britain (UK) in 2020, the
collaboration with Moderna Museet (Sweden), Nordrhein-Westfalen (Germany) and Mudam
Luxembourg – Musée d’Art Moderne Grand-Duc Jean (Luxembourg), the exhibition will be
restaged at Tate Britain in 2022. The major survey attests to Yiadom-Boakye’s stature in
contemporary art which is based on her singular dedication to painting and the painted
Black gure.
The absence of Black guration addressed by the younger artist comes amidst a wider
acceptance of identity politics in the ongoing campaign for cultural equity espoused by
diverse artists in visual arts, as in related elds of music, theater, literature etc. Black,
female, born in London and raised by Ghanaian parents, Yiadom-Boakye’s biography sets
her in contrast to the dominant narrative in western art history where Black Africans are
vastly underrepresented in number and misrepresented in socio-economic stature as
inconsequential or lowly gures. The major mode of disinheritance which the artist has
adopted is rst to feature exclusively digni ed, Black gures in her portraits and to do so
on a grand scale. The aspect of Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings are de ned as major because
of the wealth of western art history from pre-Renaissance until the twenty rst century
which it aims to subvert and correct. In addition, the British-Ghanaian painter has
reimagined selected works by British and European artists often as direct critiques of
disagreeable features like misogyny. Oftentimes, these borrowings are in service of
Yiadom-Boakye’s own obsession with the “intelligibility” of liquid paint as a rhetorical tool.
Her commitment to the possibilities of paint is repeated in her minor disinheritance where
the chromatic possibilities of black as a color are as in nite as they are as interpretations of
individuality.
In African American painters Kerry James Marshall and Barkley K Hendricks, YiadomBoakye has found two forebears whose explorations with Black guration have set
exemplary track records for the younger artist. Works by both artists have also been the
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subject of important monographic exhibitions and bidding wars at auctions which signify
their cultural and political importance. Marshall and Hendricks’s rhetorical paintings have
advanced the discourse on representation and visibility as applied to the African diaspora
in the Global North. By extension, the power imbalance between the White American and
European majorities and the Black and Brown constellation of Africans, Indians, Latinos
and Asians that is manifest in cultural production, as it is in other aspects of private and
public societal life, is scrutinized. The archival power of the painted gure as
representations of civilisations and human productivity are brought to bear on a canvas
which turns out to be as obsessed by aesthetics as it is actioned by politics.
While Marshall employs a jet-black color whose intensity in shade makes up for the
absence in volume of Black gures in important art institutions and much of western art
history, Yiadom-Boakye adheres to a variety of Blacks and Browns that are mixed from
other colors. Yiadom-Boakye has disinherited Marshall’s commitment to the jet blacks
which is high concept even when varied in shades and tints, in favor of the plurality of
browns which may be closer to realism but is in itself conceptual in formation and
execution. The approach by Yiadom-Boakye quali es as a “minor” disinheritance not as an
inferior modality to the European precedents set by Degas, Whistler or Sicker. They are so
assigned because the degree of difference between works by Yiadom-Boakye and her
African American forebears is closer on account of the fact that they exercise similar
interests in Black portraiture albeit with differing modes of execution, philosophical
convictions and the undeniable fact of temporality.
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